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Abstract— It is essential to have a uniform flow field for a
settling tank with high performance. In general, however, the
recirculation zones always appear in the sedimentation tanks.
The non-uniformity of the velocity field, the short-circuiting at
the surface and the motion of the jet at the bed of the tank that
occurs because of the recirculation in the sedimentation layer,
are affected by the geometry of the tank. One way to decrease
the size of dead zone is using a suitable baffle configuration. In
the first part of this study, the proper place of a single baffle in
the tank was investigated numerically and in the next step the
effect of existence of second baffle in the tank was tested. The
results indicate that, the best position of the baffle is obtained
when the volume of the recirculation region is minimized or is
divided to smaller part and the flow field trend to be uniform
in the settling zone to dissipate the kinetic energy in the tank.
Keywords- Sedimentation Tanks, Baffle Configuration,
Computational Modeling.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The removal of suspended and colloidal materials from
water and wastewater by gravity separation (sedimentation)
is one of the most widely used unit operations in water and
wastewater treatment. The two main types of sedimentation
tanks are primary and secondary settling tanks. A primary
settling tank has low influent concentration. Its flow field is
minimally influenced by the concentration field, and its
buoyancy effects can be negligible. Secondary settling tanks,
however, have higher influent concentration [1].
The recirculation (or dead) zones always appear in the
sedimentation tanks. The presence of these regions may have
various effects. There are some ways to decrease the size of
the dead zones, which would increase the performance.
Using a transverse baffle can reduce the effects of these
factors, and enhance sedimentation performance [2].
Crosby [3] observed that a mid-radius baffle extending
from the floor up to mid-depth decreased the effluent SS
concentration of the clarifier by 37.5%. Zhou et al. [4]
applied numerical modeling in studying the performance of
circular secondary clarifiers with reaction baffles under

varying solid and hydraulic loadings. The importance of a
baffle in dissipating the kinetic energy of incoming flow and
reducing short circuiting indicates that the location of the
baffle has a pronounced effect on the nature of the flow.
Huggins et al. [5] tested a number of potential raceway
design modifications, noticed that by adding a baffle, the
overall percentage of solid removal efficiency increased
from 81.8% to 91.1%. Fan et al. [6] observed that the solid
concentration profile in the flow region near the baffle is
similar to that obtained without a baffle. By contrast, solid
concentration increases sharply in the outer region of the
baffle, which suggests that the solid phase congregates
rapidly at the end of the baffle. Tamayol et al. [7] found that
the best position for the baffle is somewhere in the
circulation zone to spoil this circulation region.
Goula et al. [8] used numerical modeling to study particle
settling in a sedimentation tank equipped with a vertical
baffle installed at the inlet zone. The authors showed that the
baffle increased particle settling efficiency from 90.4% for a
standard tank without a baffle to 98.6% for a tank with an
installed baffle. Installing baffles improves the performance
of a tank in terms of settling. The baffles act as barriers,
effectively suppressing the horizontal velocities of the flow
and forcing the particles to the bottom of the basin [9].
The main objective of this study is to determine the
favorable position of one and two baffles in a rectangular
primary sedimentation tank. The investigations of the baffles
position effect on the settling efficiency are performed via
simulation using Flow-3D. Because comprehensive
standards are not available for the design of baffle positions,
the best baffle location is determined through numerical
methods. The numerical experiments are performed for
installation distances from the inlet of the tank. The results of
the numerical modeling show that primary sedimentation
tank performance can be improved by altering the geometry
of the tank and the effects of baffle on the efficiency of the
primary sedimentation tank are investigated via assessment
of the circulation zone volume variations and the magnitude
of the kinetic energy in the flow field.
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II.

COMPUATIONAL MODEL

A. Mathematical model
Steady state incompressible flow conditions with viscous
effect are generally considered in hydraulic numerical
modeling, and the Navier–Stokes equation has been wellverified as an effective solution to the governing equation.
The Navier–Stokes equation is an incompressible form of the
conservation of mass and momentum equations, and is
comprised of non-linear advection, rate of change, diffusion,
and source term in the partial differential equation. The mass
and momentum equations joined by velocity can be used to
obtain an equation for the pressure term. When the flow field
is turbulent, computation becomes more complex. Because
of this, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
equation is prevalently used. It is a modified form of the
Navier–Stokes equation and includes the Reynolds stress
term, which approximates the random turbulent fluctuations
by statistics.
The governing equations are general mass continuity and
momentum. The turbulence model is also solved with these
equations to calculate the Reynolds stresses. The governing
equation in two-dimensional flow in the x and z directions is
presented here. The general mass continuity equation is [10,
11]:
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V f is the fractional volume of flow in the
calculation cell; ρ is the fluid density; and (u,w) are the
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velocity components in the length and height (x,z). The
momentum equation for the fluid velocity components in the
two directions are the Navier–Stokes equations, expressed as
follows:
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where Gx,Gz are body accelerations, and fx,fz are viscous
accelerations. Variable dynamic viscosity µ are as follows:
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In the above expressions, the terms wsx and wsz are wall
shear stresses. If these terms are omitted, there is no wall
shear stress because the remaining terms contain the
fractional flow areas (Ax, Az) which vanish at walls. The wall
stresses are modeled by assuming a zero tangential velocity
on the portion of any area closed to flow. Mesh boundaries
are an exception because they can be assigned non-zero
tangential velocities. For turbulent flows, a law-of-the-wall
velocity profile is assumed near the wall, which modifies the
wall shear stress magnitude [12].
Fluid surface shape is illustrated by volume-of-fluid
(VOF) function F(x, z, t). With the VOF method, grid cells
are classified as empty, full, or partially filled with fluid.
Cells are allocated in the fluid fraction varying from zero to
one, depending on fluid quantity. Thus, in F=1, fluid exists,
whereas F=0 corresponds to a void region. This function
displays the VOF per unit volume and satisfies the equation
[10].
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F in one phase problem depicts the volume fraction filled
by the fluid. Voids are regions without fluid mass that have a
uniform pressure appointed to them. Physically, they
represent regions filled with vapor or gas, whose density is
insignificant in relation to fluid density.
B. Numerical solver
In this paper, a numerical flow solver (Flow-3D, version
9.4.1), which utilizes a finite volume scheme for structured
meshes, is used to simulate the free surface flow in these
tanks. The flow field is separated into fixed rectangular cells.
The local average values of all dependent variables for each
cell are computed. Pressures and velocities are associated
implicitly by using time-advanced pressures in momentum
equations and time-advanced velocities in the mass
(continuity) equation. These semi-implicit formulations of
the finite-difference equations enable the efficient resolution
of low speed and incompressible flow problems. The semiimplicit formulation, however, results in coupled sets of
equations that must be solved by an iterative technique [12].
Flow-3D solves the RANS equations by the finite
volume formulation gained from a rectangular finite
difference grid. For each cell, mean values of the flow
parameters, such as pressure and velocity, are calculated at
discrete times. The new velocity in each cell is computed
from the coupled momentum and continuity equation using
previous time step values in each of the centers of the cell
faces. The pressure term is obtained and adjusted using the
estimated velocity to satisfy the continuity equation. With
the computed velocity and pressure for a later period, the
remaining variables are estimated involving turbulent
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transport, density advection and diffusion, and wall function
evaluation [12].
In the utilized software, the Fractional Area/Volume
Obstacle Representation (FAVOR) method can be used to
inspect the geometry in the finite volume mesh [11].
FAVOR appoints the obstacles in a calculation cell with a
factional value between zero to one as obstacle fills in the
cell. The geometry of the obstacle is placed in the mesh by
setting the area fractions on the cell faces along with the
volume fraction open to flow [13]. This approach creates an
independent geometry structure on the grid, and then the
complex obstacle can be produced.
III.
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Figure 1. Comparison of velocity profiles of numerical and experimental
study for a tank without baffle.

VERIFICATION TEST

In order to verify the results of computational model, an
experiment was carried out in a settling tank with length of
200 cm, depth of 30 cm, wide of 50cm, an opening inlet of
10 cm, and a flow rate of 2 lit/s. The velocity field in the
settling tank was measured by means of Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter (ADV).
A 10 MHz Nortek ADV is used for measuring
instantaneous velocities of the liquid flow at different points
in the tank. The ADV uses the Doppler effects to measure
current velocity by transmitting short pairs of sound pulses,
listening to their echoes and, ultimately, measuring the
change in pitch or frequency of the returned sound. Sound
does not reflect from the water itself, but rather from
particles suspended in the water. The ADV uses four
receivers, all focused on the same volume, to obtain the three
velocity components from that very volume. The accuracy of
the measured data is no greater than ±0.5% of measured
value ± 1 mm/s [14].
Flow field in sedimentation tanks is three-dimensional.
The degree of importance of the three-dimensional effects is
related to the place of the baffles, inlet and outlet of a basin
and their widths. The baffles, inlet and outlet are assumed to
uniformly extend the width of the basins, making the threedimensional effects unimportant. For simplicity, twodimensional models were used for the simulations.
In this study, the rectangular mesh with 288×69 grids
was applied for the computation. Thus, the mesh with
approximately 19872 cells was used. To calculate turbulence
effects on the flow field, the k-ε turbulence model was
selected. In this study, the flow is clear and has no particles.
Fig. 1 shows a comparison between the results of the
numerical models and experiments data. From Fig. 1, the
numerical model predicts accurate data in comparison with
experiments.
IV.

x=10 cm
3 .5

COMPUTATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

The boundary condition for the inflow (influent) is
constant velocity, and outflow condition was selected for the
outlet (effluent). No slip conditions were applied at the rigid
walls, and these were treated as non-penetrative boundaries.
A law-of-the-wall velocity profile was assumed near the wall,
which modifies the wall shear stress magnitude. Free surface
boundary was calculated by the VOF method.

A. Proper position of one baffle
The geometry of the longitudinal sedimentation tank with
a baffle is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The same basin in section
III was applied. A weir is located at the end of the basin to
regulate the flow height of H=30 cm. Baffle height a=5.5 cm.
The inlet flow goes through a sluice gate with an opening of
hin=10 cm. The numerical experiments were conducted for
eight positions of baffle for the same flow rate (equal to Q=2
lit/s). Case 1 is for no baffle (same as section III) and in
cases 2 to 9, a baffle is located in various distances from the
inlet to tank length ratio, d/L=0.10, 0.125, 0.135, 0.150, 0.20,
0.250, 0.30 and 0.40.
(a)
H=30 cm
hin=10 cm
d

L=200 cm

(b)
H=30 cm
hin=10 cm
25 cm
d

L=200 cm

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the tank for (a) one baffle and (b) two
baffles in the tank.

The best location for the baffle is obtained when the
volume of the circulation zone is minimized or the
recirculation region forms a small portion of the flow field.
Therefore, the best position for the baffle may lead to a more
uniform distribution of velocity in the tank and minimize
dead zones.
Different baffle positions were modelled in this study.
Circulation volume, which is normalized by the total water
volume in the tank and calculated by the numerical method,
is shown in Table I. The table indicates the absolute
predictability of some cases to exhibit weak performance
because of the size of the dead zone. Table I shows that the
baffle position at d/L=0.125 has minimum magnitude of
circulation volume and consequently exhibits the best
performance. In addition, this table indicate that if baffle is
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2

located in woorse position, the efficiencyy of this tank maybe
less than a tank
t
without any baffle. Consequentlyy, it is
necessary too investigate about the best positioon and
configuration of the baffle in
i settling tank
k.
more, Table I illustrates thhat with incrreasing
Furtherm
baffle distance from point dd/L=0.125, thee volume of thhe dead
zone graduaally increases. Consequeently, the reemoval
efficiency of the
t tank also ddecreases.
TABLE I.

(a)

(b)

N VOLUME PERCE
ENTAGE IN DIFFER
RENT
CIRCULATION
LOCATIO
ON OF ONE BAFFLE
E

d/L

0.1
0

0.12
5

0.13
5

0.1
5

0.2
0

0..2
5

0.3
0

0.4
0

NoBaffl
e

C.V.
%

33.9

32.3

34.1

34.4

34.4

355.1

35.5

37.8

37.1

(c)

d : The baffle distance from the inlett of the tank
L : The length of thhe tank, C.V. : Circulatiion Volume

B Proper poosition of two bbaffles
B.
The suitabble place of second baffle in the sedimeentation
tank is studied in this seection. The fiirst baffle plaaces at
d/L=0.125 and different loccations of secoond baffle wass tested
to find the beest position oof second bafffle as shown in Fig.
2(b). Circulattion volume which
w
is norm
malized by th
he total
water volumee in the tank and calculateed by the num
merical
method is shoows in Table II. This tablee illustrate thaat using
baffle in settling tank cann decrease sizze of the circculation
zone clearly. But the posittion of baffless is more impportant.
From this table it is absoluttely predictable that two baaffles at
0
have thee best perform
mance. In otherr words,
S/L = 0.125, 0.388
the second baaffle spoils thee dead zone of
o the first bafffle and
can effect on increasing thee sedimentatioon area in the settling
s
w that reach to
o better location for
tank and creaate calm flow
deposition of the suspendedd solids.
TABLE II.

N VOLUME PERCE
ENTAGE IN DIFFER
RENT
CIRCULATION

Fiigure 3. Computed streamlines foor a) no baffle, b)) one baffle and
c) two baaffles

The velocityy vectors in tthe no-baffle tank and the tank
wiith the one and
a two bafflees at the optiimum position
n are
shhown in Fig. 4.
4 The comparrison between these three grraphs
shhows that the velocity vvectors after the baffles were
innstalled from bottom
b
to halff of the tank’s height is sm
maller
thhan that in thee tank in which no baffle was used andd this
crreate a proper area for depoosition of the suspended so
olids.
Allso the velociity vector for the case of tw
wo baffles is more
caalm and uniforrm in compariison with the case of one baffle.
Inn the other words, installlation of tw
wo baffles in
n the
seedimentation tank
t
has the suitable area and conditionn for
seettlement of thhe particles because of the smallest
s
area oof the
cirrculation zonne and lowestt amount of velocity afterr the
baaffles position.

LOCATION OF SECOND BAFF
FLE

d/L

0.256

0.300

0.388

0.519

One
Baffle

NoBafflle

C.V. %

30.9

30.6

30.0

30.4

32.3

37.1

(a)

C. Flow patteern in the seddimentation tannks
Computedd streamlines for
f case of noo baffle, one and
a two
baffles at thee optimum poosition are shoown in Fig.3. In the
case no bafflee a large circullation zone exxists in the surrface of
the settling taank which occcupies 37.1 percent of thhe total
volume of thee tank. Two ccirculation zonnes exist in thhe tank
with one and two baffles. The
T circulatioon volume, hoowever,
mized and thee baffle presu
umably separaates the
remains minim
dead zone intto two sectionns. Two vortices are shown for the
cases one and
d two baffles in Fig. 3 whhich spoils 322.3 and
30.0 percent of
o the total voolume of the taank, respectivvely. So
this means thhat increasing the number of baffle reduuce the
size of circuulation regionn and conseqquently improove the
sedimentation
n process. In oother words adddition of the baffle’s
b
number leadss to diminishinng the height of the vorticees after
the added baff
ffle.

(b)

(c)

Fiigure 4. Computted velocity vectoors for a) no baffl
fle, b) one baffle aand
c) two baffles

Another im
mportant param
meter in the settling
s
tank is
i the
kinetic energy, and it hass a great im
mportance inn the
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sedimentation of particles. One of the reasons for using a
baffle in settling tanks is reducing the kinetic energy and
reaches to the uniform condition of fluid. Computed contour
of kinetic energy for case of no baffle, one and two baffles
(located at the best position) are shown in Fig. 5. The
maximum magnitude of kinetic energy for the case no baffle
is near the surface of the bottom, so in this case the amount
and position of maximum kinetic energy maybe cause
resuspension of the deposition particles. Comparison
between the contour of kinetic energy for these cases
illustrate that increasing the number of baffle can decrease
the length and depth of the maximum magnitude of kinetic
energy and create the better situation for sedimentation
process.
The comparison of the size of dead zone in the
sedimentation tanks showed that the best position for a single
baffle is located at the 12.5 % of the tank length, from the
inlet slot. Using the second baffle in the sedimentation tank
can decrease the size of circulation zone. The best place of
second baffle is 38.8% of tank length from the inlet opening.
The figures of streamlines, velocity vectors and kinetic
energy confirm the advantage of using the second baffle in
the tanks to produce a calm flow field in the tank.

during less time. One method to minimize the circulation
zones and reduce the kinetic energy of the influent flow is
applied baffles in the settling tank. It is noteworthy that even
small differences in the particle velocity can cause large
changes in the percent of settled particles.
In this study, numerical approaches were carried out to
investigate the effects of different number of baffles in
different location on the flow field. So, using CFD method
which is a powerful tool to determine the morphology and
raise characteristics of the fluid with the free surface. Results
illustrate that using two baffles in suitable position achieve
reducing the size of the circulation zone, kinetic energy in
sedimentation area, maximum velocity magnitude and create
uniform velocity vector inside the settling zone.
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